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The Four Phases of Organizational Change

Garvin and Roberto (2005). Change through Persuasion. HBR



Organizational Change
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• Phase I – create a sense of urgency

• Convince employees change is necessary

• Show why new direction is the right one

• Phase II – feedback

• Position and frame preliminary plan

• Gather feedback. Involve stakeholders in assessment. Make sure all 

feel they have a voice. Don’t forget about less obvious stakeholders 

(e.g. EVS)

• Announce final plan
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“I’m disappointed that they didn’t seek more input form 

us before [they introduced the new ball]…”

   --Steve Nash



Organizational Change, Continued
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• Phase III – communication

• Ideally multi-modal (eg email, town halls, rounding). Get creative – 

screensavers? Food tray cards?

• Manage employee mood

• Repetition is always necessary. Don’t assume one mode or one time is 

sufficient

• Phase IV – reinforce

• Avoid backsliding

• Change up message and method periodically



Persuasion & Influence: A Few Domains
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• Getting buy-in for your idea within a team or the larger organization

• Persuading your subordinates or others to follow your vision

• Convincing someone (CMO/CEO) to fund a proposal, or give you 

resources needed

• Forming alliances and partnerships

• Maximizing outcomes in negotiation and bargaining

• Marketing your work to consumers (HCWs, patients, families)



Perceptual Contrast
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• Prior perception/consideration influences evaluation of a 

subsequent idea

• “Selling down the line” – mattress sales

• Make big requests first: hearing “no” is an opportunity to ask for 

something smaller after – AKA “Door in the Face”



Perceptual Contrast
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• Our evaluation of a given stimulus changes as a function of the 

simultaneous or prior consideration of another stimulus
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Perceptual Contrast - Door in the Face
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• Don’t self-censor on requests:

• Ask for 30 min meeting, get told no, request a 15 min meeting

• If you start with 15 min, you have nowhere to go

• Don’t make ludicrous requests

• Don’t bury options you’ve considered but rejected

• Allow for compromise choice, bracket your preferred choice with 

other alternatives to draw contrast



Strategically request presentation slots on agendas
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• Follow people who aren’t good presenters

• If your proposal is costly/risky – go first

• If your proposal is minor/easy – don’t go first

• If you’re not sure, best to go first

• Present first thing in the morning or right after lunch



Consistency
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• Highly valued in prior statement, behaviors, commitments, stated 

values

• Commitments are most powerful when they are:

• Public (ask for affirmative consent, eg response to a group email – “can 

you do this for me?”)

• Active (”Will you do this?” vs “Please do this”)

• Voluntary (More they feel coerced, less likely they are to be persuaded. 

- “Feel free to decline”)

• Effortful (fraternity pledges)



Labeling
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• Labeling someone with traits, attributes, attitudes, believes, values, 

consistent with your goal increases commitment

“I know you’re committed to reducing HAIs”

“You’ve been so helpful in the past”

“You’re such a passionate advocate for patient safety”

If they don’t do what you ask, they’re acting inconsistently with the 

label and letting you down
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I know there’s 

still good in 

you. I can 

sense it.
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“You were right about 

me…tell your sister…you 

were right”



Concreteness
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• People pay more attention to, remember, and are more persuaded 

by information that is specific, detailed, and vivid compared to 

information that is more vague, general, or abstract.

• “Our mission is to become the international leader in the space industry 

through maximum team-centered innovation and strategically targeted 

aerospace initiatives.”

• “I believe that this nation should commit itself to achieving the goal, 

before this decade is out, of landing a man on the moon and returning 

him safely to the Earth.” – JFK (May 25, 1961)



Concreteness
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• Our brains are wired to pay special attention to concrete, specific 

issues

• In many organizations, the appeals managers give to employees 

can be abstract to the point of being meaningless.

• Great to use big ideas to inspire (excellence, innovation, achievement) 

BUT link them to concrete people, places, resources, and behaviors 

people will act on



Simplicity
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• Simpler messages are more persuasive

• Core message – as simple as possible 

• “Fly the Friendly Skies”

• “Are you better off today than 4 years ago?”

• “It’s the economy, stupid”

• Find the core of your message. What is THE most important aspect 

of your message?

• Prioritizing is difficult, but important to getting your message across 

in a way that will continue to have impact over time.



Simplicity, Continued
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• Choices

• Keep simple – the more choices, the more people are likely to get overloaded 

and not make a decision.

• Fluency – things that are fluent seem more familiar

• Companies with more pronounceable names’ stocks perform better

• Fonts

• Language – less jargon

• Rhyme –  Is Bounty really the “quicker picker upper?” Is Gillette really “the best a man can get?”
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Stories

• A story is a fact wrapped in an emotion

• Audience is unlikely to counter-argue

• Works best if:

• Vivid/specific

• Protagonist struggles and is vulnerable

• There is an antagonist or opposing force/obstacle





Putting it All Together

• Carefully plan out the change management plan using the 4 

Phases.

• Use perceptual contrast and labeling to:

• Get buy-in

• Ensure commitment 

• Tell patient stories, be concrete and simple

• Clear message, call to action, and request



Thank you!
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